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Abstract. Temporal expression extraction (TEE) plays a crucial role in
natural language processing (NLP) tasks, enabling the capture of tem-
poral information for downstream tasks such as logical reasoning and
information retrieval. However, current TEE research mainly focuses on
resource-rich languages like English, leaving a gap for minor languages
(e.g. Uyghur) in research. To address these issues, we create an English-
Uyghur cross-lingual dataset specifically for the task of temporal expres-
sion extraction in Uyghur. Besides, considering the unique characteristics
of Uyghur, we propose XLTU, a Cross-Lingual model in Temporal ex-
pression extraction for Uyghur, and utilize multi-task learning to help
transfer the knowledge from English to Uyghur. We compare XLTU with
different models on our dataset, and the results demonstrate that our
model XLTU achieves the SOTA results on various evaluation metrics.
We make our code and dataset publicly available1.

Keywords: temporal expression extraction · Uyghur · cross-lingual ·
multi-task learning.

1 Introduction

Currently, temporal expression extraction (TEE) is an important NLP task [1],
which specifically refers to detecting expressions about time such as date, dura-
tion, etc. This task has wide-ranging applications in downstream tasks, including
question answering [2], information retrieval [3], and causal reasoning [4]. In the
past, the work of TEE mainly relies on rule-based approaches [5,6], while the
current focus has shifted towards leveraging deep learning techniques [7,8,9].
However, the field of TEE for minor languages still lacks sufficient research and
development, indicating a noticeable scarcity in this area. Due to the scarcity of
annotated datasets for minor languages, it shows the suboptimal performance
of deep learning methods in these languages.
B
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2 Liang et al.

In this study, we focus on addressing TEE in Uyghur, a language with dis-
tinctive characteristics that set it apart from more widely used languages. Most
languages, used for pretraining (e.g. mBERT [10], XLM-R [11]), are read and
written from left to right. However, Uyghur is read and written in the opposite
direction, as depicted in Figure 1. Additionally, the vocabulary of Uyghur sig-
nificantly differs from that of European languages. When applying pre-trained
cross-lingual models to the Uyghur language, these differences will lead to sub-
stantial deviations in feature learning and knowledge transfer, because the mod-
els cannot obtain Uyghur language features well.

Hello, I am glad to see you!

زلنمنشەىنز ، ىنزىس  پۈرۆك  نەملاشۇخ !

Englsih Order

Uyghur Order

Fig. 1. The order difference between English and Uyghur. English follows a left-to-right
pattern, while Uyghur follows a right-to-left pattern.

In order to address these challenges, it is crucial to expand the high-quality
datasets and improve the performance of TEE methods in Uyghur. In our study,
we create a high-quality English-Uyghur cross-lingual dataset specifically for
TEE in Uyghur. This dataset allows us to transfer the knowledge from English
to Uyghur. Besides, considering the unique characteristics of Uyghur, we propose
XLTU: a Cross-Lingual model in Temporal expression extraction for Uyghur,
a method based on a pre-trained model, and utilize multi-task learning (MTL)
[12] to facilitate transfer of English knowledge to Uyghur in TEE (as shown in
Figure 2).

XLTUHigh-quality
English-Uyghur 

Dataset

Primary task

Secondary task

English Data

Ughur Data

Traning

Sequence Labeling

Binary Classification

Multi-Task Learning

transfer knowlegde

...

Fig. 2. Overview diagram of our work. We create a high-quality English-Uyghur dataset
for TEE (the left). Besides, we propose XLTU, and utilize multi-task learning to train
the model. The primary task is formulated as a sequence labeling task, and the sec-
ondary task is formulated as a binary classification task.
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XLTU: A Cross-Lingual Model in TEE for Uyghur 3

Our model involves two tasks: a primary task and a secondary task. In the
primary task, we train the model using existing annotated English TEE data.
This helps the model learn the explicit knowledge and understand the structure
of temporal expressions in English. In the secondary task, we map the annotated
English TEE data samples to Uyghur. This process allows us to obtain sentence-
level labels (containing one or more time expressions) based on the original token-
level labels. In a weakly supervised manner, we transfer the implicit knowledge
learned in the target language by teaching the model to detect whether the target
language contains temporal expressions.

The main contributions of this paper are: 1) We create a high-quality English-
Uyghur cross-lingual dataset for TEE multi-task in minor language Uyghur. 2)
We propose XLTU utilizing multi-task learning for TEE in Uyghur. 3) We show
that XLTU can effectively promote the learning of Uyghur language in TEE,
and achieves SOTA results on our dataset.

2 Related Work

Although TEE is very important in NLP, there are limited studies on this task,
particularly for languages with limited data resources. Most existing research in
this field has primarily focused on resource-rich languages like English. Currently,
there are two main types of technologies used for TEE.

One is a rule/pattern-based method. HeidelTime [5] is the best-performing
method so far and covers more than ten languages. It is driven by a carefully
tuned set of rules. This approach is later extended to additional languages via
HeidelTime-auto [13], which exploits language-independent processing and rules.
Other methods, such as SynTime [6], SUTIME [14], and PTime [15], utilize
heuristic rule-based approaches and pattern-learning techniques.

The second type of approach for TEE involves deep learning methods, and
this is also a current major research direction. For instance, [16] proposes an
RNN-based model, while [7] utilizes BERT with linear classifiers. [8] feeds mBERT
embeddings into BiLSTM with CRF layers and outperforms HeidelTime-auto in
four languages. [9] proposes a framework based on pre-trained models and learns
in a multi-task manner. However, compared to other tasks, the performances of
the deep learning-based methods reported are inferior in cross-lingual TEE. This
is highly attributed to the lack of annotated datasets for minority languages. In
our work, we propose XLTU to make the model learn cross-lingual features much
better. Besides, we create a high-quality cross-lingual dataset to make up for the
insufficient data available for minor languages.

Moreover, applying the label projection method can better solve the prob-
lem of lack of data in TEE. TMP [17] is originally proposed for cross-lingual
named entity recognition (NER) [18], projecting English data in IOB (which
means Inside Outside Beginning) tagging format [19] using machine translation,
orthographic and phonetic similarities to other languages of the package. [9] pro-
poses a MTL framework to transfer temporal knowledge of source languages into
target languages.
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4 Liang et al.

In the early stage, an important motivation for MTL is to alleviate the prob-
lem of data sparsity in machine learning. When the big data era emerges, multi-
task learning is more effective which utilizes more data from different learning
tasks than single-task learning. [12] proposes a model called MT-DNN which
combines multi-task learning and language model pre-training for language rep-
resentation learning. MulT [20] is an end-to-end multitask learning Transformer
[21] framework to simultaneously learn multiple high-level vision tasks. DeMT
[22] is a novel MTL model that combines both merits of deformable CNN and
query-based Transformer for multi-task learning of dense prediction.

3 English-Uyghur Cross-Lingual TEE Dataset

3.1 Temporal Expression Types

ISO-TimeML [23] has already presented the TEE dataset annotation guideline,
there are four types of temporal expressions, i.e., Date, Time, Duration, and Set.
Date refers to a calendar date, usually a day or a larger unit of time. Time refers
to a time of day, with a granularity smaller than a day. Duration refers to an
expression that clearly describes a period of time. Set refers to a regular set of
time of recurrence. An intuitive representation can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1. Temporal expressions of four types. Definitions of types Seeing 3.2.

Please pay attention, I will see you next Friday︸ ︷︷ ︸
Date

, have a good rest.

The warrants may be exercised until 90 days︸ ︷︷ ︸
Duration

after their issue date.

I persist in exercising every day︸ ︷︷ ︸
Set

after work to keep a healthy body.

I have a stomach ache, I need to go to hospital on Friday︸ ︷︷ ︸
Time

morning.

3.2 Dataset Structure

For the English dataset, following [9], we collect TE3 [1], Wikiwars [24] and
Tweets [6]. As for the Uyghur datasets, a part of them is obtained through
machine translation of English TE3 [1] and Tweets [6]. We also employ web
crawling techniques to collect additional data, which is then carefully cleaned
and filtered to ensure high-quality data for manual labeling. According to the
multi-tasks we have designed, the primary task takes the form of cross-lingual
sequence labeling, which includes the Named Entity Recognition (NER) [18]
task. Meanwhile, the secondary task is designed as a binary classification task.
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XLTU: A Cross-Lingual Model in TEE for Uyghur 5

For the primary task, the training data consists of the whole English dataset
in the NER format. The test data consists of Uyghur data that has been man-
ually annotated in the NER format and is used to evaluate the cross-lingual
capabilities of our model by predicting temporal expressions in Uyghur. In total,
we annotate 22,726 pieces of Uyghur data for this task, including 330 pieces
labeled as Date, 100 pieces as Duration, 33 pieces as Set, and 40 pieces as Time
(as shown in Table 2).

Regarding the secondary task, the training data comprises Uyghur sentences
obtained through machine translation from English. These sentences are manu-
ally labeled for classification.

Table 2. The statistics of the English-Uyghur cross-lingual datasets.

Language Dataset Domain Expressions Dates Times Durations Sets Tokens

English
TE3 [1] News 1830 1471 34 291 34

124592Wikiwar [24] Narrative 2634 2634 0 0 0
Tweet [6] Utterance 1128 717 173 200 38

Uyghur Our work Websites 503 330 40 100 33 22726

4 Proposed Model

TEE is formalized as a sequence labeling task. Inspired by [8,9,12,25], the archi-
tecture of our model is shown in Figure 3.

4.1 Pre-trained Multilingual Model

Considering the limited availability of resources for the Uyghur language, we
utilize the base XLM-Roberta model (XLM-R) [11] as the backbone. XLM-R
is a state-of-the-art multilingual model and outperforms other models in vari-
ous cross-lingual tasks. One of the main advantages of XLM-R is its extensive
training on a wide range of languages and datasets, this gives XLM-R a larger
vocabulary to learn and adapt to the characteristics of Uyghur words. It has
also introduced three training targets to further enhance its performance in
cross-lingual tasks. The pre-trained multilingual model consists of lexicon and
Transformer encoder layers, as shown in Figure 3. The backbone of the model is
shared across all the MTL tasks during both the training and testing phases.

4.2 TextCNN

TextCNN [25] has already demonstrated that Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNN) [26] can be effectively applied to text processing tasks, yielding im-
pressive results. CNNs can be combined with pre-trained language models to
further extract informative features for downstream tasks (e.g. classification),
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6 Liang et al.

Lexicon Encoder

[CLS]ەئەئ I need to work tomorrow. [SEP] كەرېك.نئم ەىشىىشىئ

English Uyghur

Transformer Layer

E[CLS] Een1 Een2 Een3 Een4 Een5 E[SEP] Eug4 Eug3 Eug2 Eug1

T[CLS] Ten1 Ten2 Ten3 Ten4 Ten5 T[SEP] Tug4 Tug3 Tug2 Tug1

Primary Task Classifier

Pen1 Pen2 Pen3 Pen4 Pen5

CRF Layer

O O O O B-Date

Primary Task (Sequence Labeling)

Secondary Task Classifier

768 768 768

CNN Layer

768 768 768

Maxpool Layer

768@2×1
768@3×1

768@4×1

768@1 768@1 768@1

1 0

Secondary Task (Binary Classification)

Translate

O O O O O

O O O O B-Time

......

0.1

0.9

0.2

O O O O B-Date contain TE

Fig. 3. Model structure of XLTU. It shows how our model transfers knowledge from
English to Uyghur through the primary and the secondary tasks.

as seen in models like BERT-CNN [27]. Considering the specific characteristics
of the Uyghur language, we have introduced a CNN neural network after the
pre-trained language model in our architecture. This allows us to leverage the
last hidden state of the language model to extract additional and right-to-left
features, which are then utilized in the secondary task. This CNN component
enhances the model’s ability to capture relevant information and improve per-
formance on the given task, as shown in Figure 3.

4.3 Conditional Random Fields

Conditional Random Field (CRF) [28] is widely used in sequence labeling tasks.
It has been proven to enhance the performance of sequence labeling models
and address issues such as mismatched predicted labels or labels that do not
start with the ’B’ label, such as ’O O B-Date I-Time’ or ’O O I-Date I-Date’.
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XLTU: A Cross-Lingual Model in TEE for Uyghur 7

Figure 3 demonstrates that the undirected graphical structure of CRF enables
the model to learn the context relationship between each token in both directions.
Therefore, CRF helps our model better capture the contextual and right-to-left
information and make more accurate predictions.

4.4 Cross-Lingual Knowledge Transfer based on MTL

Our model is capable of transferring knowledge from English to Uyghur. To facil-
itate explicit and implicit knowledge transfer, we have designed the primary and
secondary tasks on top of the backbone. The primary task focuses on explicitly
encoded time expressions in English. It is formulated as a sequence labeling task
and utilizes the training data of English to train the backbone network, which
includes the primary task classifier and CRF layer. The architecture is illustrated
in the top of left corner of Figure 3. In the primary task, We incorporate two
different loss functions Lt and Lcrf :

Lt = −
b∑

i=1

mi∑
j=1

1(yij , c)log(softmax(W1 · x)), (1)

Lcrf = −logP (Y |X; θ), (2)

where Lt represents the loss between the labels directly predicted by the back-
bone outputs and the ground-truth labels. Lcrf represents the loss between the
predicted labels after the backbone outputs pass through CRF and the ground-
truth labels. b is the total number of input sequences and mi is the length of
the ith sequence. x ∈ Rd is the embedding of the jth token in the ith sequence
of output by the backbone model. d is its dimension. c = argmax(W1 · x) is
the predicted label for each token while yij is the ground-truth label of each
token. W1 ∈ R

|c|×d is the classifier parameters of the primary task. |c| is the
total number of unique ground-truth labels. 1(,) is 1 if two are equal, 0 other-
wise. Y is the set of ground-truth labels while X it the set of predicted labels,
θ is the parameters of backbone model. P (Y |X; θ) represents the probability of
labeling sequence Y under the condition of given input sequence X, which can
be formulated as:

P (Y |X; θ) =
1

Z(X; θ)
exp(

n∑
i=1

k∑
j=1

θjfj(yi−1, yi, xi)), (3)

where Z(X; θ) is the normalization factor, fj(yi−1, yi, xi) is the characteristic
function of CRF, θj is the weight corresponding to the characteristic function.
And the final target of the primary task is to minimize the Lsl:

Lsl = α · Lcrf + β · Lt, (4)

where α and β are the weight ratios corresponding to the two losses.
After finishing the primary task, our backbone has already learned the ex-

plicit knowledge of TEE. So the secondary task implicitly captures the linguistic
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8 Liang et al.

features of temporal expressions in Uyghur with the explicit knowledge learned
in the primary task. It is formulated as a binary classification task. The input
for this task is the Uyghur sequences, and the labels are sentence-level classifi-
cation labels (as mentioned earlier). In this task, the language features of the
last hidden state of the model are further extracted using a CNN, which helps
in classifying the sequences. The secondary task enables the model to learn the
features of temporal expressions in the target Uyghur language, implicitly. This
is a weakly-supervised task and requires no token-level labels for each Uyghur
token. The manually annotated token-level labels from the Uyghur datasets are
used to evaluate the cross-lingual capability of the model after training. The
ultimate objective of the secondary task is to minimize the Lbc:

Lbc = −
b∑

i=1

1(y′i, c
′
i)log(softmax(W2 · x′)), (5)

where x′ ∈ Rd is the sequence embedding output of CNN by passing the outputs
of the backbone model to it. c′ = argmax(W2 ·x′) is the predicted sequence label
of ith sequence while y′i is the ground-truth sequence label. W2 ∈ R

2×d is the
classifier parameters of secondary task. Then We train our model concurrently
by multi-task learning.

4.5 Data Format

We provide an illustrative example in Figure 4 to demonstrate how knowledge
is transferred from English to Uyghur in our model. In the primary task, the
model extracts the explicit features of temporal expressions in English through
a sequence labeling task. In the secondary task, the model takes the English
translations of X1 and X2 as input. Y3 and Y4 indicate whether the sequences
contain temporal expressions. The value of 1 indicates the presence of temporal
expressions, while the value of 0 indicates their absence. These labels can be
inferred from the labels Y1 and Y2 obtained in the primary task.

Primary Task
X1: We will leave to Beijing tomorrow monring.
Y1:  O    O      O   O      O       B-Time     I-time

X2: It’s very kind of you to help us.
Y2:  O    O      O   O   O  O   O    O

Secondary Task
X3: زبمىرىب زغڭىىيېب ەىنىگىتەئ زىب
Y3: 1

X4: لۈڭۆك ەبئ نمىىرت زىلېبتلىاىيىب مبمرئي زىبىى. 
Y4: 0

Translate

Translate

Contain TE

Not Contain TE

Fig. 4. An illustrative training example. In primary task, X1 and X2 are the inputs,
while Y1 and Y2 are the corresponding output labels. In secondary task, X3 and X4

are the Uyghur translation of X1 and X2, while the outputs Y3 and Y4 can be inferred
from Y1 and Y2 whether the sequences contain temporal expressions.
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5 Experiments

5.1 Dataset

We utilize our English-Uyghur cross-lingual dataset. The dataset statistics are
presented in Table 2. For the Uyghur language, we utilize the entire Uyghur
dataset for test. For the English language, we utilize the entire English dataset
including three separate datasets for training.

5.2 Baselines

To evaluate the performance of our model, we compare it with several popular
deep learning methods, specifically focusing on cross-lingual models. We compare
our model to the following models:

– mBERT [10]: This model is based on the multilingual BERT architecture.
– XLM-R [11]: We compare our model with the base and large versions of the

vanilla XLM-Roberta model. XLM-R is a transformer-based language model
specifically designed for cross-lingual tasks.

– XLTime [9]: We compare our model with three different variations of XL-
Time, which is a cross-lingual temporal expression extraction model. XL-
Time has shown promising results in capturing temporal expressions across
multiple languages by using the MTL method.

5.3 Evaluation Approaches and Metrics

Following the previous research [1,9], we evaluate our model using two different
approaches and measure the performance using F1-score, precision, and recall.
The first approach is in strict match [1] evaluation, where all tokens of a tem-
poral expression must be correctly identified for it to be considered as correctly
extracted. This means that the predicted labels should match the ground-truth
labels exactly in terms of both the sequence and the type of the temporal ex-
pression. For example, if the ground-truth labels are ’O O B-Set’, any other
prediction, such as ’O O B-Date’, would be considered completely wrong. This
evaluation approach is referred to as with type.

The second approach called without type, takes a more lenient approach. In
this evaluation, as long as the labels of a temporal expression are predicted,
regardless of whether the types match, it will be considered as correct. For
example, if the ground-truth labels are ’O O B-Set’, a prediction of labels ’O O
B-Date’ would be counted as correct. This approach focuses on capturing the
presence of temporal expressions rather than matching their specific types.

5.4 Experiment Details

We adopt the base of the XLM-Roberta model (XLM-R) as our backbone which
consists of 12 layers, 12 heads, and 270M parameters. We set the embedding
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10 Liang et al.

dimension d as 768 to be consistent. We set batch size as 4 and dropout ratio
as 0.2. We employ the AdamW as our optimizer with a learning rate of 7e−6

and a warm-up proportion of 0.5. We set the values of α and β as 0.2 and 0.8
in (4). For the CNN layer, we use a filter size of (2, 3, 4), and the kernel size
is determined by the dimensions (k, d), with k corresponding to the filter size.
we include a ReLU layer as an activation function following the backbone. We
train all models for 50 epochs and select the best model for prediction. In order
to meet the setting requirements of sequence labeling, the dataset is annotated
and designed in the IOB2 format. We train all models on 8×NVIDIA Geforce
RTX 3090 GPU.

5.5 Experiment Results

We evaluate our model and baselines on our dataset, employing two evaluation
approaches as shown in Table 3. We observe that:

1) In both approaches, XLTU outperforms other models in terms of F1-score,
recall, and precision, and achieves the SOTA results.

2) mBERT and XLTime-mBERT perform poorly in both approaches on our
dataset. This is probably because their structures are not suitable for extracting
features from the Uyghur language. Unlike XLM [29], mBERT simply replaces
the training corpus of BERT with multilingual datasets. Although it provides
shallow transfer [30] benefits for languages with vocabulary overlap, it may not
be helpful for Uyghur with a completely different vocabulary.

3) Comparing XLTime-mBERT with mBERT or XLTime-XLMRbase with
XLMR-base, we know that MTL does help the model to transfer knowledge.
However, for XLMR-large and XLTime-XLMRlarge, MTL may have a negative
impact. The large number of parameters in XLMR-large, combined with the
relatively small size of our English-Uyghur dataset, may lead to overfitting during
training when MTL is introduced.

4) Comparing to XLTime-XLMRbase, it shows that the introduction of CRF
and CNN improves the model’s perception of temporal expressions, as well as
specific temporal expression label categories, enabling more accurate recognition.

5) We note that the performance of all models is not particularly high (the
best F1-score is 0.66). This could be attributed to the characteristics of Uyghur
itself and limited dataset. As the language characteristics of English and Uyghur
are quite different, the model cannot fully capture the language characteristics
of Uyghur through knowledge transfer from English. Nevertheless, compared to
other models, our model still demonstrates superior cross-lingual capabilities.

Tabel 4 shows that XLTU performs better in predicting Date and Set labels.
This discrepancy can be attributed to the complexity of the labeled data and the
unequal number of labels. Most English data in these labels are simple, so does
the corresponding Uyghur data. For example, ’tomorrow’ is labeled as ’B-Date’,
while more complex expression like ’March 15’ is labeled as ’B-Date I-Date’. On
the other hand, the English data structure for Duration and Time labels is more
complicated. These labels often consist of more than three words. In contrast,
the corresponding Uyghur data typically consists of a few words, and the number
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Table 3. Results of multilingual TEE on English-Uyghur cross-lingual dataset for two
approaches. Number with bold is the optimal result, number with underline is the
suboptimal result.

w/type w/o type
Model F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall
mBERT 0.14 0.39 0.08 0.14 0.53 0.08
XLMR-base 0.34 0.41 0.30 0.42 0.51 0.36
XLMR-large 0.52 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.55 0.58
XLTime-mBERT 0.23 0.23 0.25 0.32 0.35 0.29
XLTime-XLMRbase 0.50 0.53 0.52 0.62 0.59 0.66
XLTime-XLMRlarge 0.42 0.40 0.53 0.57 0.51 0.65
XLTU(Ours) 0.54 0.53 0.59 0.66 0.64 0.67

Table 4. Evaluation details of our model for all labels.

w/type of XLTU
Label F1 Precision Recall Support
Date 0.63 0.56 0.72 330
Duration 0.28 0.40 0.21 100
Set 0.59 0.64 0.55 33
Time 0.46 0.50 0.43 40

of labeled words does not always match the English labeled data (as shown in
Figure 5).

   I exercise  every     day.
   O     O       B-Set     I-Set

   During       the              next             four           years.
       O       B-Duration  I-Duration  I-Duration  I-Duration

نېچ        رېھ  ىنۈك نەمىقىنېچ  
       O        O   I-Set  B-Set

     ىېۈگنەك              تۆت        اىلىي  
 O   I-Duration  B-Duration

Order OrderEnglish Uyghur

Fig. 5. Examples of labeled data in our English-Uyghur dataset. Not all labels are
aligned one by one like Duration labels.

5.6 Ablation Study

To examine the effectiveness of the components in our model, we conducted an
ablation study by removing the CRF and CNN layers. Table 5 illustrates that
our model without CRF layer or CNN layer will degrade the performance on
TEE task. According to the results, we know that CRF helps our model to learn
contextual and right-to-left features of TEE and make more accurate predictions,
while CNN can extract additional and right-to-left features of Uyghur.
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Table 5. Results of Ablation Study. ’-CRF’ means our model without CRF layer. ’-
CNN’ means our model without CNN layer.

w/type w/o type
Model F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall
XLTU 0.54 0.53 0.59 0.66 0.64 0.67
-CRF 0.38 0.39 0.43 0.53 0.52 0.53
-CNN 0.35 0.46 0.32 0.56 0.52 0.60
-CRF & -CNN 0.34 0.41 0.30 0.42 0.51 0.36

Table 6. Results of Comparison Experiments. ’Gi’ means XLTU with ith parameter
group of (α, β), such as ’G4’ represents 4th group of (α = 0.4, β = 0.6).

w/type of XLTU w/o type of XLTU
Group F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall
G0 0.38 0.39 0.43 0.53 0.52 0.53
G1 0.40 0.44 0.49 0.58 0.56 0.60
G2 0.54 0.53 0.59 0.66 0.64 0.67
G3 0.45 0.46 0.51 0.65 0.64 0.65
G4 0.42 0.46 0.48 0.57 0.57 0.57
G5 0.49 0.49 0.54 0.60 0.58 0.61
G6 0.44 0.50 0.46 0.59 0.63 0.55
G7 0.47 0.50 0.46 0.64 0.63 0.65
G8 0.50 0.49 0.53 0.62 0.61 0.62
G9 0.43 0.44 0.47 0.59 0.60 0.57
G10 0.45 0.47 0.48 0.55 0.55 0.54

Based on these results, CRF layer plays a more significant role in the without
type evaluation approach which helps our model better learn the English TEE
features in the primary task and then be transferred in the secondary task, while
the CNN layer has a greater impact in the with type approach. This enables
the model to effectively identify the types of labels and avoid mistaking them
for other types. On the other hand, the CNN layer aids in extracting Uyghur-
specific features that are important for classification which enables the model to
effectively identify the presence of temporal expressions.

5.7 Comparison Experiment

To investigate the impact of the two loss weight ratios, α and β, in the model
in (4), We conduct additional comparison experiments. We perform 11 sets of
experiments, varying the values of (α, β) from (0, 1.0), (0.1, 0.9), ..., to (0.9, 0.1),
(1.0, 0). We group these experiments into G0 to G10 for easy reference. We eval-
uate the results separately using the with type and without type evaluation ap-
proaches and visualize the experimental results based on both individual metrics
and grouped results, as shown in Figure 6.

From Table 6 we observe that G2(α = 0.2, β = 0.8) as mentioned in Section
5.4, achieves the SOTA result in both the with type and without type evaluation
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Fig. 6. Visualization of Comparison Experimental Results. We visualize them sepa-
rately by metrics and by group for the two evaluation approaches, all of the Y-axis
represent the scores. We can see that G2(α = 0.2, β = 0.8) performs the best in terms
of results.

approaches. Analyzing Figure 6(a) and 6(b), we notice that the model performs
better when the weight ratio of the CRF loss, α, is either larger or smaller (e.g.,
0.2 or 0.7), but its performance is relatively poor when the ratio is close to half
(e.g., 0.4 or 0.6). These findings validate our choice of setting α and β as 0.2 and
0.8 in the experiment.

6 Conclusion

We create an English-Uyghur cross-lingual dataset for temporal expression ex-
traction tasks in Uyghur. By carefully considering the unique characteristics of
Uyghur, we propose XLTU and utilize multi-task learning to help transfer the
knowledge from English to Uyghur in TEE. We compare XLTU with different
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models, and the results demonstrate that our model XLTU achieves the SOTA
results on various evaluation metrics.

In our future work, we will seek an effective method for data augmentation
to expand our high-quality dataset. And we will also try to apply it to Uyghur
social platforms for public opinion analysis or others.
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